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Abstract. A general method for the elimination of the coupling between the d-orbital 
electrons of a transition-metal adatom with the surface of the substrate is presented. The 
result shows that all the d-orbital states have been decoupled except one even for the case 
where the original coupling parameters are different. 

In our previous papers [ 1,2],  we have reduced the number of coupling d-orbital states of 
an adatom interacting with the substrate to only one, by using the unitary transformation. 
However, in those papers we assumed that all interactions between different d-orbital 
statesofthe adatom and the statesof thenearest-neighboursurfaceatomsofthesubstrate 
take the same coupling parameter Vo. In this Letter, therefore, the purpose is to present 
a general decoupling method that does not require this restriction. 

In the Anderson-Newns model, the Hamiltonian of the multiple-orbital atom 
chemisorption problem can be written as 

mu m’u’ # mu mu 

where m and CJ label the ten degenerate d orbitals of spin CJ and energy Ed. nmu = 
CL,Cmu is the number operator of the /ma) orbital, Q, denotes the substrate part of the 
operators which couples with that of the adatom. In general, (2, consists of creation 
operators in the Wannier representation at the nearest-neighbour sites of the adatom. 
The number of the sites depends on the types of the adatom binding [3]. U is the 
interatomic Coulomb repulsion between the electrons localised in the d orbitals of the 
adatom. The term H s  is a tight-binding Hamiltonian of the semi-infinite substrate, and 
the coefficients Vm are the coupling parameters between lm, a)orbitals with the substrate 
surface. In a previous paper [l] we pointed out that, except for the last term, all the 
terms in (1) are invariant under the unitary transformation for the adatom operators. 
Hence we will only pay attention to the last term of (l), which is (hereafter, we omit the 
spin subscript) 

HI = VmCmQ + HC. 
m 

For any two operators C; and Cj, we can find the following unitary transformation 

vj v; a;  

-vj v, aj 
(:;I = (Vi2 + Vf)-1’2 ( ( ( 3 )  
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-VlV*[1 21 V1V3[2 31 . V1Vj[4 51  VI[^]-^'* 
-[I] [I 21 V*V3[2 31 . V*V5[4 51 V Z [ ~ ] - ~ / ~  

0 3 2 1  P 31 . V3 V5 14 51 V3 [SI 

0 0 . v,v5[4 51 V4[5]-l/, 

- 0 0 0 -[4] [4 51 Vj[5]-1’2 2 

Using (3) in (2) gives 

(V,C, + V,C,)Q = (V; + V,?)l/*u,Q. (4) 
This has reduced the number of coupling operators by one. Thus, we can perform a 
similar procedure four times, and finally the result becomes 

At the same time the solitary remaining coupling state is 

N 

[NI = v i  [N MI = [ (5 v:) (i v;)] 
m = l  i =  1 , = 1  

( 7 )  

When all the Vm = Vo, the expressions ( 5 )  and (6) are reduced to 

HI = a v o ( a s e  + HC) 

\m=l / 

which is in agreement with the result of our previous paper [1]. In the single adatom 
case, the problem has axial symmetry. If m = 1,2; 3 ,4;  5 corresponding to the magnetic 
quantum number 1, -1; 2, -2; 0, respectively, then we get VI = Vz, V3 = V4. If the 
interaction depends only on the parity under the surface reflection, then besides 
V1 = V,, V3 = V4, we have V3 = V, = V,. 

In summary, no matter how different the original coupling parameters of the problem 
are, they can always be reduced to only one. It means that the main qualitative con- 
clusions of our previous papers [ 1 , 2 ]  are still unchanged. It should be pointed out that 
a similar procedure, which redefined substrate states as being orthogonal to the selected 
linear combination of those which coupled to the adatom, has been widely used in 
chemisorption theory to decoupled degenerate substrate modes [&6]. Of course, there 
is a limitation in applying the decoupling procedure, which also may be a rather artificial 
property of the Anderson-Newns model, which is that the degeneracy of the adorbitals 
is not lifted by the substrate field. 
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